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Abstract

Nitrogen is a dominant regulator of vegetation dynamics, net primary production, and terrestrial carbon cycles; however,
most ecosystem models use a rather simplistic relationship between leaf nitrogen content and photosynthetic capacity.
Such an approach does not consider how patterns of nitrogen allocation may change with differences in light intensity,
growing-season temperature and CO2 concentration. To account for this known variability in nitrogen-photosynthesis
relationships, we develop a mechanistic nitrogen allocation model based on a trade-off of nitrogen allocated between
growth and storage, and an optimization of nitrogen allocated among light capture, electron transport, carboxylation, and
respiration. The developed model is able to predict the acclimation of photosynthetic capacity to changes in CO2

concentration, temperature, and radiation when evaluated against published data of Vc,max (maximum carboxylation rate)
and Jmax (maximum electron transport rate). A sensitivity analysis of the model for herbaceous plants, deciduous and
evergreen trees implies that elevated CO2 concentrations lead to lower allocation of nitrogen to carboxylation but higher
allocation to storage. Higher growing-season temperatures cause lower allocation of nitrogen to carboxylation, due to
higher nitrogen requirements for light capture pigments and for storage. Lower levels of radiation have a much stronger
effect on allocation of nitrogen to carboxylation for herbaceous plants than for trees, resulting from higher nitrogen
requirements for light capture for herbaceous plants. As far as we know, this is the first model of complete nitrogen
allocation that simultaneously considers nitrogen allocation to light capture, electron transport, carboxylation, respiration
and storage, and the responses of each to altered environmental conditions. We expect this model could potentially
improve our confidence in simulations of carbon-nitrogen interactions and the vegetation feedbacks to climate in Earth
system models.
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Introduction

Nitrogen limitation is an important regulator of vegetation

growth and carbon cycles at local, regional, and global scales

[1,2,3,4,5]. This has been shown in temperate and tropical

ecosystems [1], but is especially critical in ecosystems at high

latitudes [2,3]. Most ecosystem models simulate the effect of

nitrogen on photosynthesis using a prescribed relationship

between leaf nitrogen content and photosynthetic capacity

(generally represented by Vc,max; the maximum carboxylation rate)

[4,5]. In reality, however, this relationship may vary with different

light, temperature, nitrogen availability, and CO2 conditions

[6,7,8]. Photosynthetic capacity is one of the most important

parameters affecting simulated carbon fluxes in many ecosystem

models [9,10]. Using a constant relationship between leaf nitrogen

content and photosynthetic capacity can thus reduce the reliability

of carbon balance predictions under current and future climates.

In order to improve the prediction accuracy of nitrogen limitation

on photosynthesis, it is important that we build models that

account for key factors contributing to the variability in the

relationship between leaf nitrogen and photosynthesis.

Nitrogen is a major constituent of proteins for biological

processes (e.g. photosynthesis and respiration) [11] and plants need

to balance nitrogen investment in proteins for different biological

processes to optimize growth and/or survive under specific

environmental conditions [7,12,13,14,15]. Previous studies have

illustrated that the altered nitrogen investment in carboxylation

enzymes (mainly ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase oxygen-

ase, Rubisco) and in light-capturing proteins of thylakoid

(responsible for light capture and electron transport) under

different light conditions is one of the key factors contributing to

the variability in the relationship between leaf nitrogen and

photosynthetic capacity [16]. In this paper, we propose two

additional types of nitrogen investment that could impact the

nitrogen-photosynthesis relationship: respiratory nitrogen and

storage nitrogen. Respiratory nitrogen is defined as the nitrogen

invested in mitochondrial respiratory enzymes to generate energy

(i.e. ATP) to support growth and tissue maintenance [17,18]. An
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ideal definition of storage nitrogen would be the nitrogen stored in

plant tissues that is not involved in any metabolic processes or

structural components (i.e., cell wall and DNA) [19]; however, it

would be extremely difficult to quantify the nitrogen investment

for all metabolic processes. To facilitate the development of a

relatively simple nitrogen allocation model, in this study, ‘storage

nitrogen’ is defined as the total plant nitrogen pool minus the

amount of nitrogen used in structural components, photosynthetic

and respiratory enzymes. The storage nitrogen is assumed to be

mainly used in the synthesis of new plant tissues or metabolic

enzymes using photosynthetic products (e.g. glucose). It can persist

in the form of inorganic nitrogen, amino acid and proteins

[14,19,20]. Along with stored carbohydrates, storage nitrogen can

thus sustain plant growth and survival under situations of plant

tissue losses due to unpredictable disturbances (e.g., herbivory

attack and browsing) or reduced soil nitrogen availability due to

competition [14,19,20,21].

Previous modeling studies that attempt to estimate nitrogen

allocation for key photosynthetic enzymes are encouraging

[7,13,15,22,23]; however, no models have simultaneously consid-

ered nitrogen allocation to storage, carboxylation, respiration and

light harvesting. Furthermore, previous models have mainly

focused on the effects of light conditions on nitrogen allocation,

with few of them simultaneously incorporating other important

environmental factors such as temperature, CO2 and nitrogen

fertilization. In this study, we develop a complete nitrogen

allocation model that incorporates nitrogen trade-offs between

growth and storage, and nitrogen optimization among light

capture, electron transport, carboxylation, and respiration. The

model is first evaluated against published data of Vc,max and Jmax

(maximum electron transport rate). Sensitivity tests are then

conducted to better characterize nitrogen allocation in response to

changing environmental parameters across herbaceous, deciduous

and evergreen plant species. We expect that the model could help

us better understand photosynthetic acclimation (specifically refer

to the changes in photosynthetic capability resulting from changes

in nitrogen investment within this paper) and also provide a more

mechanistic prediction of nitrogen limitation upon photosynthesis.

Methods

Model Description
In our model, plant nitrogen is divided into four pools:

structural nitrogen, photosynthetic nitrogen, storage nitrogen

and respiratory nitrogen (Figure 1). Structural nitrogen is mainly

used to build cell walls and DNA. Because the basic structure of

plant cell is similar for different species, the structural nitrogen is

set to be fixed at 0.001 (g N/g biomass), based on data on C:N ratio

from dead wood [24]. Photosynthetic nitrogen is used to build

three major classes of proteins: proteins for light capture in

photosystems I, II and chlorophyll a/b complexes, proteins used as

enzymes in the electron transport chain, and proteins for

carboxylation in Calvin cycle enzymes. A key assumption of our

model is that plants will balance nitrogen allocation to these three

classes of proteins to maximize the photosynthesis rate, based on

the concept that plants should seek to maximize photosynthetic

carbon uptake for a given unit investment of nitrogen [25].

Respiratory nitrogen is located in mitochondrial respiratory

enzymes to generate energy (i.e. ATP) required for growth and

maintenance [17]. Storage nitrogen is equal to the total size of the

nitrogen pool minus structural nitrogen, photosynthetic nitrogen

and respiratory nitrogen. A key assumption of the model is that the

requirement for storage nitrogen is determined by a parameter

that determines how long the storage nitrogen could support the

current rate of growth (i.e., the production of new plant tissues and

metabolic enzymes) if nitrogen uptake were to cease altogether.

We denote this period of time as Dns (days). The size of the

nitrogen store is affected by the rate of carbon assimilation,

nitrogen concentration in new tissues, and species nitrogen use

strategy as expressed through Dns. Our definition of storage

nitrogen treats all other types of investments not used for structural

components, photosynthesis and respiration, such as nitrogen in

defense enzymes [12,14], seed production and enzymes for active

nitrogen uptake [26], as storage nitrogen. It would be higher than

the actual amount of nitrogen strictly used for storage; however,

the inclusion of other type of enzymes in storage nitrogen should

not affect the validity of the model because our model will be fitted

to the observed Vc,max dataset to estimate the nitrogen storage

duration and nitrogen allocation to other types of enzymes could

be low [16].

In the model, we define the nitrogen allocated to photosynthe-

sis, storage and respiration collectively as functional nitrogen,

which is the total plant nitrogen pool minus the amount of

nitrogen used for structural purposes. See Figure 1 for details of

nitrogen allocation in this paper and Table S1 for lists of

definitions for main model parameters. The ratio of total plant

functional nitrogen to the total plant leaf biomass (FNAm, g plant

functional N/g leaf) is an input to the nitrogen allocation model.

The above definition of leaf-mass-based plant functional avail-

ability substantially simplifies our model by avoiding the

complexities of simultaneously tracking multiple pools of func-

tional nitrogen content. FNAm can also be interpreted as the

amount of plant functional nitrogen required to support the

growth and maintenance of one gram of leaf tissue. The required

plant functional nitrogen includes the functional nitrogen in leaves

as well as the functional nitrogen in roots and sapwood, which is

used to acquire water and nutrient for photosynthesis and to

provide nitrogen for new tissue synthesis using the photosynthetic

products. Based on FNAm, the corresponding leaf-area-based

plant functional nitrogen availability (FNAa, g plant functional N/

m2 leaf) can then be calculated by the multiplication of FNAm and

leaf mass per unit area (LMA, g/m2). For a constant FNAm,

therefore, FNAa will differ for leaves that have different LMA (e.g.

at different locations in the canopy) [27], but the derivation of

optimal LMA is beyond the scope of this study.

Our model considers nitrogen allocation within a given leaf

layer in the canopy that has a predetermined leaf-area-based plant

functional nitrogen availability (FNAa) to support its growth and

maintenance. The FNAa is hierarchically allocated for five major

processes (see Figure 1). First, functional nitrogen is allocated

between growth and storage based on a plant’s strategies of growth

and persistence. Second, the growth nitrogen is partitioned into

photosynthetic and respiratory nitrogen. Finally, the photosyn-

thetic nitrogen is allocated among light-harvesting, electron

transport, and carboxylation.

A complete description of the model is provided in Texts

S1,S2,S3. In summary, we impose a series of assumptions on the

model to generate the ideal (or optimized) nitrogen distributions.

These are i) storage is allocated to meet requirements based on

multiplication of net photosynthesis rate, nitrogen concentration in

new tissues, and nitrogen storage duration (days); ii) respiratory

nitrogen is equal to the demand implied by the sum of

maintenance respiration and growth respiration; iii) light capture,

electron transport and carboxylation are co-limiting to maximize

photosynthesis. The first assumption is built on the inference that

higher photosynthesis rates will require more storage nitrogen to

support a higher rate of new plant tissue production, and the

observation that enhanced photosynthesis rates can be subjected to

Mechanistic Nitrogen Allocation Modeling
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resource limitation (e.g. nitrogen) or process limitation (e.g. carbon

sink limitation) [28]. The storage duration parameter Dns in this

assumption determines plants’ nitrogen allocation strategy and is

reflective of the widely observed trade-off in plant strategies

between growth and persistence [12,29]. The second and third

assumptions are about co-limitation of nitrogen allocation among

light capture, electron transport, carboxylation and respiration,

which are mostly based on the presumption of optimality [25].

The above three assumptions together form a testable hypothesis

concerning the function of plant nitrogen allocation under varying

environmental conditions.

Model evaluation
To test if the hypotheses embedded in the nitrogen allocation

model are able to predict acclimations of Vc,max and Jmax under

different environmental conditions (i.e, changes in Vc,max and Jmax

resulting from changes in nitrogen allocated to carboxylation and

electron transport), we evaluated our model against data reported

in three independent test cases. For test case 1, Vc,max and Jmax

(maximum electron transport rate) were measured for one-year old

needles from loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) trees exposed to ambient

(control) and elevated (treatment) CO2 concentrations in a Free

Air CO2 enrichment (FACE) experiment located at the Duke

forest [30]. The forest soil is acidic and nutrient-poor soils. For test

case 2, Vc,max and Jmax were measured for poplar (Populus tremula)

leaves located at top of canopy (control) and reduced light

radiation levels in the canopy (treatment) for a mixed deciduous

stand on a sandy loam soil near Ülenurme, Estonia [31]. For test

case 3, Japanese plantain (Plantago asiatica) was grown in pots from

seeds within greenhouses for about 1–2 months at two contrasting

temperatures: 30uC (control) and 15uC (treatment) [32]. These

studies provide a wide range of environmental conditions to allow

testing of the impacts of resource changes on nitrogen allocation,

and they each provide the critical data for model fitting purposes,

which are i) Vc,max and Jmax at different levels of leaf nitrogen

content, ii) LMA (directly or indirectly through other studies), iii)

photosynthetic active radiation (PAR), and iv) growing tempera-

ture. See Table 1 for the main model inputs.

We use a Metropolis-Hastings approach [33,34] to estimate the

two key unknown parameters in the model: the nitrogen storage

duration (Dns) and the proportion of storage nitrogen allocated to

leaves (fs). See Figures S1,S2,S3 for sensitivity analysis of several

important unknown parameters in the model. The Dns and fs are

fitted so that the Vc,max determined by carboxylation nitrogen

allocation in our model under the control conditions is in a good

agreement to the observed Vc,max at different leaf nitrogen

concentrations. Refer to Text S4 for a detailed description of

the fitting process. In order to test if the model is able to predict the

Vc,max at different environmental conditions, we use the model

fitted under control conditions to predict Vc,max and Jmax for the

treatment conditions. See Table 1 for control and treatment

conditions for each test case and Table 2 for the estimated

parameter values using the Metropolis-Hastings approach.

Since the reported values of Vc,max and Jmax in different studies

can be estimated based on different values of Michealis constants

for CO2 and O2 [i.e., Kc and Ko in eqs. (S3.2) and (S3.3) in Text

S3] and different temperature dependence functions, we specifi-

cally standardize the Vc,max and Jmax using the values of Kc and Ko

and temperature dependence functions reported by Collatz et al

[35]. See Text S5 for specification of temperature dependence

functions and Text S6 for details of standardization. For test case

three, Hikosaka [32] measured the Vc,max at both 15uC and 30uC.

To reduce the effect of measurement temperature on active status

of Rubisco [36], we estimate the Vc,max and Jmax at 25uC by scaling

from that measured at the plant’s growing temperature (15 or

30uC) using temperature dependence functions in Text S5.

Figure 1. Hierarchical plant functional nitrogen allocation for a leaf layer of a tree. The leaf layer is assigned with a certain amount of plant
functional nitrogen (FNAa) required to support its growth and maintenance. The required plant functional nitrogen includes the functional nitrogen
in leaves as well as the functional nitrogen in roots and sapwood, which is used to acquire water and nutrient for photosynthesis and to provide
nitrogen for new tissue synthesis using the photosynthetic products. Structural nitrogen is associated with functional nitrogen to build structural
components (DNA and cell walls) in tissues of leaves, sapwood and roots. The available functional nitrogen is first divided into growth nitrogen and
storage nitrogen. The growth nitrogen is further divided into photosynthetic nitrogen and respiratory nitrogen, with the photosynthetic nitrogen
divided into nitrogen for light harvesting and nitrogen for carboxylation (nitrogen in Calvin Cycle enzymes). Finally, nitrogen allocated for light
harvesting is divided into nitrogen for light capture (nitrogen in proteins of phosystems I, II and chlorophyll a/b complexes) and nitrogen for electron
transport (nitrogen in proteins of thylakoid bioenergetics). The parameter in the parenthesis indicates the proportion of nitrogen invested for its
category in the same row.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g001
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Model sensitivity analysis
To better understand the model prediction of nitrogen

allocation responses to changes in growing temperature, radiation

and CO2 concentration, we conduct a sensitivity analysis for the

model with three representative generic species including conifer-

ous and deciduous tree species and an herbaceous species. Based

on our model fitting against these three different species (see

Table 2), the nitrogen storage duration parameter is set to be 50,

85 and 4 days for deciduous trees, evergreen trees, and herbaceous

plants, respectively. Based on these estimates of plant nitrogen

storage strategy, we explore the photosynthetic acclimation

resulting from modeled changes in nitrogen allocation coefficients

to i) an increase in growing temperature from 15uC to 20uC, ii) an

increase in CO2 concentration from 370 to 570 ppm, and iii)

photosynthetic active radiation reduction from 800 to 400 mmol

photon/m2/s. We use a factorial experimental design to test the

effect of above changes in temperature, CO2, radiation, and their

interactions on photosynthetic acclimation. Since our main focus

of this paper is to explore nitrogen allocation acclimation under

different environmental conditions, we assume that potential leaf

nitrogen and leaf mass per unit area are constant. See Table 3 for

detailed model parameter values used in the sensitivity analysis

and Figures S4,S5 for some representative fitting of the model for

different species. Estimated Vc,max and nitrogen allocation coeffi-

cients are shown in Figure 2 for the control condition with a

growing temperature of 15uC, a CO2 concentration of 370 ppm

and a mean photosynthetic active radiation reduction of 800 mmol

photon/m2/s.

Results

The pooled R2 coefficient for test cases 1–3 between predicted

and measured Vc,max25 (i.e., Vc,max scaled to 25uC using temperature

dependence functions in Text S5) is 0.953 with a root mean square

error (RMSE) of 9.09 mmol CO2/m2/s (Figure 3). This suggests

that the nitrogen allocation model is able to capture the

acclimation of Vc,max25 (i.e., the change of Vc,max25 resulting from

an increase or a decrease in amount of nitrogen allocated to

Rubisco) reasonably well under elevated CO2 concentrations,

reduced growing temperature and reduced radiation conditions.

Although the calibrated model does not use Jmax data under

control conditions, it is still able to reproduce the measured Jmax

scaled to 25uC (i.e., Jmax25) under treatment conditions reasonably

well (Figure 3). The mean R2 coefficient for test cases 1–3 between

predicted and measured Jmax25 under treatment conditions is 0.943

with a root mean square error (RMSE) of 9.43 mmol electron/m2/s.

Table 1. Main model inputs for three test cases.

Test cases
Treatment
Time PAR1 [CO2] (ppm)

Daytime
(hours) DT2 NT2 RH3 LMA4 gl

5 MLNCm
6

Test case 1 control
(Ambient [CO2])

8–9 years 1010 370 14 28 23 0.8 85 0.2 0.014

Test case 1 treatment
(Elevated [CO2])

8–9 years 1010 570 14 28 23 0.8 85 0.2 0.014

Test case 2 control (top
of the canopy radiation)

N/A 621 370 17 17 13 0.6 138 0.2 0.0215

Test case 2 treatment
(shaded canopy locations)

N/A 621x 370 17 17 13 0.6 Reg 0.2 0.0215

Test case 3 control
(High temperature)

1–2 months 450 370 14 30 30 0.8 55 0.6 0.03

Test case 3 treatment
(Low temperature)

1–2 months 450 370 14 15 15 0.8 66 0.6 0.03

Note 1: PAR = photosynthetic active radiation for nitrogen allocation among carboxylation, light capture and electron transport (mmol photon/m2/s). Data for test case 1
and 2 is from the 10-km gridded data from the SUNNY model [53] and NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis dataset [54], respectively, averaged for daytime period in July. Data for
test case 3 is from the experimental controlled radiation. For shaded canopy locations in test case 2, the radiation level is calculated by multiplying the top of canopy
radiation and the relative light (x) it receives.2: DT/NT = daytime temperature / nighttime temperature (uC). For test case 1, data are based on average daily minimum
and maximum temperature in July from the DAYMET website [55]. For test case 2, data are based on average daily minimum and maximum temperature in July from
the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis dataset [54]. 3: RH = relative humidity, which is the ratio of the partial pressure of water vapor in the air to the saturated vapor pressure. Data
are from the original papers. 4: LMA = Leaf mass per unit area (g /m2). For test case 1, LMA is calculated based on the mean values of old and new leaves in July [56]. For
shaded canopy locations in test case 2, the LMA is calculated based on the regression [57]: y = 73+65.5x, where x (0–1) is the radiation of leaf relative to the top of
canopy. For the high growing temperature condition in test case 3, data is from Kobayashi et al. [58]. We assume a 20% increase in LMA at the low growing temperature
given that the area based leaf nitrogen content increased by about 20% at the low growing temperature [32]. 5: gl is the proportion of net carbon assimilation allocated
to leaf. We set gl to be 0.2 for test case 1–2 [59] and 0.6 for test case 3 based on fast-growing plants non-woody plants [60]. 6: MLNCm = Mean leaf nitrogen content (g
N/g leaf).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.t001

Table 2. Fitted parameter values for test cases 1–3 using Metropolis-Hasting approach.

Parameter Test case 1 Test case2 Test case 3

Proportion of storage nitrogen allocated to leaf (fs) 0.86 (0.032) 0.54(0.16) 0.52(0.17)

Nitrogen storage duration (Dns) 85.2 (4.08) 50.4 (16) 3.98(3.09)

Note: Values in the parenthesis represent the standard deviation of the fitted parameter value.
Only control condition data are used for fitting the model.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.t002

Mechanistic Nitrogen Allocation Modeling
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The equally good agreements between predicted and measured

Vc,max25 and Jmax25 (Figure 3) is strong evidence to support our key

model assumption of co-limitation of light harvesting, carboxyl-

ation, and electron transport.

The model sensitivity analysis predicts that an increase of

growing-season temperature from 15uC to 20uC will down-

regulate Vc,max25 by about 10% (Figure 4), due to a decrease in

nitrogen allocation to carboxylation (Figure 5). Note that ‘‘down-

regulate’’ or ‘‘up-regulate’’ in this context refers to the change of

Vc,max25 resulting from a decrease or an increase in nitrogen

allocation to carboxylation (assuming no leaf nitrogen content

change). The Vc,max per se may increase with temperature even with

down-regulations of Vc,max25. The main reason for a predicted

decrease in nitrogen allocation to carboxylation is that increased

temperature enhances enzyme catalytic rates for carboxylation,

electron transport and respiration. To achieve the nitrogen

allocation balance between growth and storage, our model

predicts higher nitrogen allocation to storage but lower nitrogen

allocation to carboxylation, electron transport, and respiration

(Figure 5). Since light capture is assumed to be unaffected by leaf

temperature [37], our model also predicts higher nitrogen

allocation to light capture to support the higher rate of

carboxylation at a higher temperature (Figure 5). This effect is

especially evident for herbaceous plants (Figure 5), due to the fact

that herbaceous plants have a relatively high value of Vc,max25 in

our sensitivity analysis (Figure 2) and thus higher nitrogen

allocation to light capture is required to compensate for the larger

absolute stimulation of carboxylation by increased temperature.

Figure 2. Vc,max25 (Vc,max scaled to 256C) and nitrogen allocation coefficients for deciduous trees, evergreen trees, and herbaceous
plants for the control case (temperature = 156C; radiation = 800 mmol photon/m2/s; CO2 = 370 ppm) in the sensitivity analysis. The
nitrogen allocation coefficients are estimated with the nitrogen allocation model using parameter inputs from Table 3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g002

Table 3. Model parameters of deciduous, evergreen trees and herbaceous plants for the sensitivity analysis.

Parameter Deciduous Evergreen Herbaceous

Proportion of storage nitrogen allocated to leaf (fs) 0.86 0.5 0.5

Nitrogen storage duration (Dns) 85 50 4

Leaf mass per unit area (LMA; g/m2) 120 85 60

Leaf nitrogen content (g N/g biomass) 0.02 0.015 0.03

Proportion of net carbon assimilation allocated to leaf biomass (gl ) 0.2 0.2 0.6

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.t003

Mechanistic Nitrogen Allocation Modeling
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The nitrogen allocation model predicts that an increase in CO2

concentration from 370 to 570 ppm could down-regulate the

Vc,max25 by about 15% (Figure 4), due to a decrease in nitrogen

allocation to carboxylation (Figure 6). The main reason for

predicted lower nitrogen allocation to carboxylation is that

elevated CO2 concentration enhances substrate concentration

for Rubisco and thus leads to higher carboxylation rates for the

same amount of Rubisco [see eq. (S3.1) in Text S3]. To achieve

nitrogen investment balance between growth and storage, the

model predicts higher nitrogen allocation to storage and lower

nitrogen allocation to carboxylation (Figure 6). To balance the

increased carboxylation rate, the model also predicts a relatively

large increase in the allocation of nitrogen to respiration (Figure 6).

Reducing irradiance from 800 to 400 mmol photo/m2/s within

the model has only a small effect (,3%) on acclimation of Vc,max25

for deciduous and evergreen trees, but imposes a strong down-

regulation (,10%) of Vc,max25 for herbaceous plants (Figure 4). For

deciduous and evergreen trees, the model predicts that lower

radiation decreases nitrogen allocated to storage (Figure 7), due to

the lower storage nitrogen requirement induced by a lower

photosynthesis rate. Meanwhile, to compensate for a lower level of

radiation, the model predicts an increase in nitrogen allocated to

light capture (Figure 7). The combination of increased nitrogen

allocation to storage and decreased nitrogen allocation to light

capture leads to a slight decrease or no change in nitrogen

allocated to carboxylation (Figure 7). Compared with deciduous

and evergreen trees, the model predicts a much larger increase in

the nitrogen allocation to light capture for herbaceous plants,

which leads to much decreased nitrogen allocation to carboxyl-

ation (Figure 7) and down-regulation of Vc,max25 (Figure 4). This is

because herbaceous plants have a relatively high Vc,max25 (Figure 2)

and thus a much large increase in nitrogen allocation to light

capture is required to compensate for the reduction in light

intensity so that the light capture rate equal to the Rubisco-limited

carboxylation rate (Figure 7).

Our sensitivity analysis shows that there is a strong interaction

between temperature and CO2 on down-regulation of Vc,max25 for

deciduous and evergreen trees (Figure 4). This is because the effect

of increased CO2 concentration on carboxylation will be stronger

at a higher temperature with a higher maximum carboxylation

rate (see eq. (S3.1) in Text S3). The model also predicts a strong

interaction between temperature and radiation on Vc,max25

acclimation for herbaceous plants (Figure 4). This is because the

model predicts that more nitrogen will be required for light

capture with a higher temperature (see Figure 5), leading to lower

nitrogen allocation to carboxylation and a greater down-regulation

of Vc,max25 at a higher growing temperature. This interaction effect

is small for deciduous and evergreen trees because the there is little

effect of decreased radiation on Vc,max25 for deciduous and

evergreen trees (Figure 4).

Discussion

A complete nitrogen allocation model based on a trade-off of

nitrogen allocated between growth and storage, and an optimi-

zation of nitrogen allocated for light capture, electron transport,

carboxylation, and respiration is developed to facilitate a better

understanding of nitrogen limitations to photosynthesis. Our three

test cases with changes in CO2 concentration, temperature, and

Figure 3. Nitrogen allocation model evaluations. The figure shows the scatter plots of predicted and measured Vc,max and Jmax scaled to 25uC
(i.e.,Vc,max25 and Jmax25) at elevated CO2 (570 ppm, test case one), reduced radiation in canopy (0.1–0.9 of the radiation at the top of canopy, test case
two) and reduced growing temperature (15uC, test case three). The model is first calibrated using control data under ambient CO2 (370 ppm),
radiation at the top of the canopy (621 mmol photon/m2/s), the normal growing temperature (30uC). The fitted model is then used to predict Vc,max25

and Jmax25 under altered environments.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g003

Mechanistic Nitrogen Allocation Modeling
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radiation demonstrate the model’s capability to investigate the

impact of altered environmental conditions on nitrogen allocation

(Figure 3). By predicting nitrogen allocation coefficients under

different environmental conditions, this model provides a useful

tool toward a mechanistic prediction of photosynthetic acclima-

tion.

Our model results imply that higher growing-season tempera-

ture decreases nitrogen investment to carboxylation but increases

nitrogen investment to light capture (Figure 5). This is in

agreement with field and lab experiment data showing that, when

plants were transplanted to lower temperatures, the investment of

nitrogen to active Rubisco increases but the investment in

chlorophyll decreases for most cold tolerant species

[32,36,38,39,40]. For the arctic, this indicates that the response

of plant photosynthesis to temperature increase can be much

smaller than that predicted from the Farquhar photosynthesis

model [41] (assuming no acclimation in nitrogen allocation). Reich

et al. [42] observed that the relationship between photosynthesis

and leaf nitrogen is stronger in the arctic than in the tropics. They

attributed this to the higher ratio of phosphorus to nitrogen in

leaves of arctic plants. Based on our model, an alternative

hypothesis is that lower chlorophyll requirements at low temper-

ature in the arctic lead to higher allocation of nitrogen to

carboxylation. The higher nitrogen allocation to carboxylation

should ultimately lead to a stronger relationship between leaf

nitrogen and photosynthetic capacity.

Our model sensitivity analysis predicts a down-regulation of

Vc,max25 by about 15% with 200 ppm CO2 enrichment (Figure 4),

which is in the range of reported values from empirical studies

[43,44]. Note that the CO2 enrichment not only affects the

Figure 4. Acclimation of Vc,max25 (Vc, max scaled to 256C) to
altered environmental conditions. The nitrogen allocation model is
used to quantify the responses of Vc,max25 to increased growing
temperature (from 15uC to 20uC; labeled as ‘‘T’’ in the figure), increased
CO2 concentration (from 370 ppm to 570 ppm; labeled as ‘‘CO2’’ in the
figure) and reduced radiation (from 800 to 400 mmol photon/m2/s;
labeled as ‘‘RAD’’ in the figure) and their interactions for generic
deciduous trees, evergreen trees, and herbaceous plants. The change of
Vc,max25 to environmental conditions in our model results from a
decrease or an increase in nitrogen allocation to carboxylation. See
Figure 2 for Vc,max25 and nitrogen allocation coefficients for the control
case. See Table 3 for main input parameters of the model.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g004

Figure 5. Temperature effects on nitrogen allocation coeffi-
cients for deciduous trees, evergreen trees, and herbaceous
plants. We explore the effect of increased growing temperature from
15uC to 20uC on the proportions of nitrogen allocated to storage,
carboxylation, electron transport, light capture and respiration for a leaf
layer with prescribed functional nitrogen availability. Positive values
indicate increase in nitrogen allocation while negative values indicate
decrease in nitrogen allocation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g005

Figure 6. Effects of elevated CO2 concentration on nitrogen
allocation coefficients for deciduous trees, evergreen trees,
and herbaceous plants. We explore the effects of increased CO2

concentration from 370 ppm to 570 ppm on the proportions of
nitrogen allocated to storage, carboxylation, electron transport, light
capture and respiration for a leaf layer with prescribed functional
nitrogen availability. Positive values indicate increase in nitrogen
allocation while negative values indicate decrease in nitrogen
allocation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g006
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individual leaf level photosynthesis, but also affect the whole plant

leaf biomass [45]. Thus, even with the down-regulation of Vc,max25,

the CO2 enrichment effect of net primary production could be

large [45]. The potential improvement with our nitrogen

allocation model will be mainly beneficial for leaf-level prediction

of photosynthesis; however, it will be also helpful for the whole-

plant level prediction of leaf biomass production with improved

simulation of photosynthesis.

Our model sensitivity analysis suggests that Vc,max25 for

deciduous and evergreen trees is much less responsive to radiation

reduction compared to herbaceous plants (Figure 4). This is in

agreement with reports of a substantial reduction in Rubisco

allocation for herbaceous plants with reduced radiation levels [46],

but small changes in Rubsico allocation compared to leaf

anatomical changes (e.g., LMA) for trees [15,31]. In our sensitivity

analysis we assume that the leaf-area-based functional nitrogen

availability does not change with reduced radiation; however, it

may decrease in view that leaf-area based nitrogen content might

reduce in low radiation environments resulting from decreased

LMA [47]. If we feed the model with reduced leaf-area-based

functional nitrogen availability, our model reasonably predicts

changes of Vc,max25 with a gradient of light conditions for test case

two (see Figure 3). For a prognostic prediction, the nitrogen

allocation model should be coupled with models that predict LMA

as well as functional nitrogen availability under different environ-

mental conditions.

We propose that the nitrogen allocation model should be useful

in ecosystem process models or dynamic global vegetation models

to represent plant acclimation processes more mechanistically and

to estimate the optimal plant nitrogen content that maximizes net

carbon profit (Figure 8). The net carbon profit could be estimated

by the gross primary production minus growth respiration,

maintenance respiration, and the nitrogen uptake costs. Gross

primary production could be determined by the nitrogen

allocation model and the Farquhar photosynthesis model [41]

integrated over leaf layers. Since the response of LMA to light

conditions could have a much stronger effect on photosynthesis

than the changes in nitrogen allocation [15,47], it is important to

incorporate a prognostic LMA model to estimate the leaf area

given a certain amount of leaf nitrogen content and different light,

temperature, and CO2 conditions [48]. Nitrogen uptake costs can

be estimated based on soil nitrogen availability [49]. Improved

simulation of plant nitrogen allocation may be beneficial to

ecosystem process and dynamic global vegetation models, but

would require testing against data from different geographic

locations (arctic, temperate and tropical forests).

Although we have shown that our model is able to predict the

acclimation of nitrogen allocation to different environmental

conditions reasonably well based on evaluation against Vc,max and

Jmax data, our model remains based on a set of assumptions

concerning the nature of plant optimality, the validity of which

need further testing. Currently, there are four important

limitations in the model. Firstly, the nitrogen in storage is difficult

to measure since stored nitrogen can be present in different forms

[20,50]. Furthermore, Rubisco can function as both carboxylation

enzyme or storage nitrogen [51]. Therefore, it is difficult to

compare simulation results with observations. For example, our

model predicts high nitrogen allocation to storage (,0.8) in

loblolly pine (see Figure S4). This result may be difficult to validate

against observed data; however, the high nitrogen allocation to

‘‘storage’’ could be reasonable in view that the proportion of total

nitrogen allocated to processes other than light capture and

carboxylation for the herbaceous species Phaseolus vulgaris is as high

as 0.65 [7,52] and that trees require more storage nitrogen to

buffer long-term environmental fluctuations. Note that we

consider all enzymes except for those involved in carboxylation,

light capture, electron transport and respiration as storage

nitrogen.

Second, storage nitrogen in the model is mainly used to produce

new plant tissues including both structural and photosynthetic

components; however, it may also be used to build defense

enzymes, which can be important for plant survival [12,14]. Our

model implicitly incorporated this type of investment in the storage

nitrogen; however, for a better understanding of the tradeoffs

between plant growth and persistence, it is important that future

field and modeling study quantify this type of nitrogen investment.

Third, the model assumes that nitrogen allocation to light

capture, electron transport, carboxylation, and respiration are

always optimized to maximize photosynthesis and that growth

nitrogen is balanced with storage nitrogen as determined by the

nitrogen storage duration parameter. In the real world, it may take

plants time to reach this optimization or balance depending on

prevailing environmental conditions. In our test cases, the

treatment time varied from months for an herbaceous plant to

years for trees to show nitrogen allocation acclimation; however,

there is a limited amount of data available to specifically determine

acclimation times.

Finally, the model assumes complete acclimation to changing

environmental conditions. In the real world, plants may have

limited genetic acclimation capability and might not be able to

reach an optimal balance of nitrogen pools. For example, in test

case 3 where a radiation reduction experiment (reduced from 450

to 50 mmol photon/m2/s) was conducted, the predicted ‘‘optimal’’

Vc,max under the low radiation exposure is much lower than the

measured Vc,max (Figure S6 a), suggesting a potential acclimation

limitation. Interestingly, the plants appear to acclimate to the

Figure 7. Radiation effects on nitrogen allocation coefficients
for deciduous trees, evergreen trees, and herbaceous plants.
We explore the reduced radiation from 800 to 400 mmol photon/m2/s
on the proportions of nitrogen allocated to storage, carboxylation,
electron transport, light capture and respiration for a leaf layer with
prescribed functional nitrogen availability. Positive values indicate
increase in nitrogen allocation while negative values indicate decrease
in nitrogen allocation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g007
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temperature reduction (Figure S5 a). This is presumably because

our model predicts a larger change in nitrogen allocation (e.g.,

nitrogen allocated to carboxylation) for radiation reduction

compared to that for the decreased temperature (Figure S5 c–e

and Figure S6 c–e). More extensive datasets are required to get a

better estimation of plant acclimation ability for models that

simulate individual species; however, for global dynamic vegeta-

tion model that targets different plant functional types, this could

be less an issue because the large variety of species within

functional types provide greater acclimation potential as a

community than any single species.
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Text S6 Vc,max and Jmax standardization.
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Figure S1 Sensitivity analysis of the relationship be-
tween Vc,max25 and leaf nitrogen to changes in proportion
of respiratory nitrogen allocated to leaf (fr). fr increases

from 0.4 to 0.6. The nitrogen storage duration is set to be 65 days.

Other parameters are from test case 1 in Table 1.

(TIF)

Figure S2 Sensitivity analysis of the relationship be-
tween Vc,max25 and leaf nitrogen to changes in proportion
of storage nitrogen allocated to leaf (fs). fs increases from

0.3 to 0.8. The nitrogen storage duration is set to be 65 days.

Other parameters are from test case 1 in Table 1.

(TIF)

Figure S3 Sensitivity analysis of the relationship be-
tween Vc,max25 and leaf nitrogen to changes in nitrogen
storage duration (Dns). Dns increases from 5 to 65. The

proportion of storage nitrogen allocated to leaf (fs) is set to be 0.8.

Other parameters are from test case 1 in Table 1.

(TIF)

Figure S4 CO2 fertilization effects on leaf nitrogen
allocation for test case one. In panel (a), closed and open

circles represent observed Vc,max scaled to 25uC (i.e.,Vc,max25)for

loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) with ambient (370 ppm) and elevated CO2

concentration (570 ppm), respectively. Solid lines are estimates of

Vc,max25 by the nitrogen allocation model tuned to ambient CO2

Figure 8. Plant functional nitrogen availability optimization by linking a nitrogen allocation model and a nitrogen cost model. The
rectangles represent state variables of interests. The shaded ones represent the target variables to achieve optimization/maximization. The hexagons
represent models. Optimal plant functional nitrogen availability is achieved by maximizing the net carbon gain within a specified time period. The net
carbon gain is based on the net carbon balance between photosynthesis and carbon cost of plant nitrogen maintenance and uptake. Nitrogen
allocation model is used to predict the photosynthesis parameters (Vc,max and Jmax) for the Farquhar photosynthesis model.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0037914.g008
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data, while dashed lines are predictions of Vc,max25 by the tuned

nitrogen allocation model using elevated CO2 concentration.

Panels (b)–(f) show the fitted (solid lines) and predicted (dashed

lines) proportion of leaf nitrogen allocated to storage, carboxyl-

ation, light capture, electron transport, and respiration, respec-

tively. See Table 1 for main model inputs and Table 2 for fitted

parameter values.

(TIF)

Figure S5 Growing temperature effects on leaf nitrogen
allocation for test case three. In panel (a), open and filled

circles indicate observed Vc,max scaled to 25uC (i.e.,Vc,max25) for a

Japanese plantain (Plantago asiatica) growing at temperatures of

15uC and 30uC, respectively, both of which are scaled to the

reference temperature of 25uC. Plants in both treatments were

growing at a relatively high radiation exposure (450 mmol photon/

m2/s for 4 hours and 50 mmol photon/m2/s for 10 hours). Solid

lines are estimates of Vc,max25 by the nitrogen allocation model

tuned to data at the high growing temperature (30uC), while

dashed lines are predictions of Vc,max25 by the tuned nitrogen

allocation model using the low growing temperature (15uC). Panels

(b)–(f) show the fitted (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines)

proportion of leaf nitrogen allocated to storage, carboxylation,

light capture, electron transport, and respiration, respectively. See

Table 1 for main model inputs and Table 2 for fitted parameter

values.

(TIF)

Figure S6 Radiation effects on leaf nitrogen allocation
for test case three. In panel (a), open and closed circles

represent observed Vc,max scaled to 25uC (i.e.,Vc,max25) for a

Japanese plantain (Plantago asiatica) growing at a low (50 mmol

photon/m2/s) and high radiation (450 mmol photon/m2/s) expo-

sure, respectively. Plants in both treatments were growing at a

relatively low temperature (15uC). Solid lines are predictions of

Vc,max25 by the nitrogen allocation model fitted to data at a high

growing temperature (30uC) and a high level of radiation(450 mmol

photon/m2/s) (see filled circles in Figure S6 a). Dashed lines are

predictions of Vc,max25 by the fitted nitrogen allocation model using

a radiation level of 300 mmol photon /m2/s, assume a partial

acclimation. Dotted grey lines are predictions of Vc,max25 by the

fitted nitrogen allocation model using a radiation level of 50 mmol/

m2/s, assuming a complete acclimation. Panels (b)–(f) show the

fitted (solid lines) and predicted (dashed lines) proportion of leaf

nitrogen allocated to storage, carboxylation, light capture, electron

transport, and respiration, respectively. See Table 1 for main

model inputs and Table 2 for fitted parameter values.

(TIF)

Table S1 Main model parameters.

(DOCX)
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